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Reflections on the premises of the legal state

Why is it so difficult to enforce human rights in a state where they have been guaranteed to all citizens as enforceable fundamental rights? The answer appears to be obvious – thinking of political
parties or other groups which – by means of force, coercion or corruption – are capable of suppressing
the functioning of the legal system, also referred to as the ‘technical rational machine‘ by Max Weber.
The inherent logic of the law thus still depends on other, external criteria to be able to develop at
all. But what can be referred to, if not just one but all of the three powers (legislative, judiciary and
executive) are infected by the virus of corruption?
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Böckenförde formulated his famous dictum
on this issue: ‘The liberal secular state lives
on premises that it cannot itself guarantee.‘ (Böckenförde 1976: 60) The sovereignty of the legal state thus rests not on a transcendent source but on the sovereignty of
the people. The people delegate their political authority in part to the state and thereby justify its governance. But the state cannot extort its own basis – a democratic ethos
– from the citizens, without becoming dictatorial at the same time. Also the ‘wehrhafte Demokratie‘ (fortified democracy) is a venture that is based on ‘the moral substance of
individuals and […] a homogeneous society‘.
(ibid.)
Especially the aspect of ‘homogeneity‘, which
already for Carl Schmitt was an attribute of
democracy, can be interpreted very differently. It can mean both the adherence of all citizens to the values of Enlightenment and to
human rights but also their belonging to a
specific culture or religion. The two forms of
‘homogeneity‘ should be distinguished.
Commonly shared religious or cultural values may facilitate the process of forming a political will and decision-making. But they do
not contain that essence, on which the liberal
longing is in fact the main condition of po-
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‘emerge‘) it refers more to natural
or cultural characteristics which the
citizens should share a priori. In a
democracy it is however a matter to
make equal political action for every citizen possible, regardless of cultural, religious, ethnic, gender or
other characteristics.
This claim is considered by John
Rawls in his contractarian theory
of justice. In a thought experiment
he assumes that rational people in
the ‘original position‘ want to selfishly pursue their interests. At the
same time they are surrounded by
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